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Kabuki drama and therefore the woodblock prints that derive from the
performances, are populated by Heroes and Villains. The elements
of a typical kabuki play will involve a mythical past that is historic in the
sense that it is not ‘now’, but ahistoric in the sense that it is not either
a particular ‘then’. The plot will be very complicated and it will often
involve transformation - from a man into a toad, a woman into a slug,
a villain into a rat and so on. The villains will be easily identified,
the heroes sympathetically rendered although also flawed.
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Heroes was developed gradually out of a desire to find connections.
This exhibition has become a space to enable a slow impulse-response
to site, scenario and language. Long before consolidating the artists’
work in-situ, we have had the time to work formally; considering how
faded greens react to new reds, how rice paper encounters recycled
cardboard and how renderings of printed cloth respond to draped fabric.
The slow-change in developing Heroes opposes that of the quickness
found in kabuki theatre. It has enabled space for brilliant moments
of re-looking and re-learning how we can return to physically encountering
art works after a year of being slowed down. The material potency in these
moments are enough to drive the need for this exhibition to manifest
- and to finally be seen in public. We are therefore working with the gallery
as a stage. It is an experiment of strategising how springseason could
hold material in a way that enables a site for drawing conclusions, opening
dialogues and finding reciprocity between work made with differences
of time and space. We have a luxury of working with something old and
worn and contrapunctally in dialogue with works that are entirely new,
unseen and until recently unfinished.
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In the five sheet print, “Hana Sugata Nobori Sugoroku” we see a vast
crowd of famous actors in well known roles crowding up the steps
of a temple with the red timber structures of the temple gate crammed
into the top right sheet. The actors rush towards the figure of Nippon
Daemon who is the character in the black fright wig at the top of the
steps holding a blue box.

MATTHEW PEERS

This is not a usual woodblock print of a kabuki performance.
None of these characters would really appear together on the
same stage. This is a derivation of another popular pursuit: Sugoroku.
Sugoroku is a traditional Japanese board game similar to snakes
and ladders. The genre quickly became popular in nineteenth century
Japan and the boards became crowded with images of famous kabuki
actors instead of places on the board. Over time the games became
unplayable, the boards were simply too crowded and the game too
indistinct and hence these lavish sheets of prints came to stand
in for something else; a vehicle to popularise Kabuki.
What we have then is a great big poster of the most famous actors
and the favourite roles they might play, all set on the steps of a temple,
the very temple in fact that is the finale of one of the most popular plays
of the time, ‘Benten Kozo’. Benten Kozo tells the story of Nippon Daemon,
a robber and gang leader who is chased by the police to the temple
at Gokuraku-ji. The transition to the next scene is likely one of the largest,
and most famous stage tricks in kabuki. The entire roof of the stage set
tilts backwards and out of the way, revealing Nippon Daemon standing
on a veranda within the temple gate.

Everything in the composition leads our eye up the steps to this great
kabuki hero/villain. But this is more than just a celebration of a popular
antihero; the title of the print, “Hana Sugata Nobori Sugoroku,” means,
“the lovely word flowers climbing the board game”. The word “flowers”
in this context is commonly used to denote actors or well loved people,
hence ‘The Flowers of Edo’ was a popular title for a series of actor-prints.
The steps of the temple are littered with small cursive kanji, each giving
the names of the adjacent actor and role.
The print of course, like all Japanese prints plays with representation.
By not adopting one point perspective, by not hanging pictures on walls
as windows, Japanese artists were able to avoid the obligation to abide
by spatial illusion. This extends beyond drawing, it means that in kabuki
prints for example, layers of meaning can be established whereby the
actor plays the role of the character and the theatre props stand in for
the outside world. Often the representation of that world is an unsettling
halfway house between the two states the liminal or potential space of the
viewers imagination. So it is with this great print that we are suspended
between the actuality of the actor-portraits, the assumed identity of the
roles and the fantasy of the temple steps and the certainty that these
individuals could never assemble in such clamorous disarray. We can
add to that the text in kanji that litter the surface of the print, some of the
text respects the spatial context such as the blue plaque that Daemon
is holding up; other elements of text hover between worlds, neither wholly
attached to stone work nor fighting free of it. We are interlopers in this
drama that was never performed, the fighting men at the bottom and the
ferocious bandits at the top. Perhaps this was conceived as a means
to announce the new ‘season’ of the kabuki theatre: the ‘Spring Season’.
Toyohara Kunichika (1835-1900).
Hana Sugata Nobori Sugoroku, 1864. 5 Oban Sheets
toshidama-japanese-prints.com
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Looking through the window
light activates the eye. The eye is drawn across, and through the pane,
first acknowledging the glasses transparency as solid, it begins to observe
the grease marks of fingerprints, droplets
of sweat
		of body
			of presence.
Raindrops; microcosmic worlds now evaporated leave behind dust
marks, particles of process, results of activity, reflecting the light, diffusely
scattering its rays until they pass through the cornea, on through the
retina, to the optic nerve.
The window
Framing the outside.

An internal pleat skimmed either side by a paper, the cardboard can be
rolled and then curved. The pleat, becomes rib like when curved, exposing
a series of ridges, a perfectly spaced pattern of up down up down up
down. The skin can be easily dented, if pressure is applied with too much
force, the internal ridge breaks and gives way, a dent will then form in the
cardboard, similar to a bruise.
Tape maintains the structures, gripping the form till the glue sets. Slowly
the masking tape is peeled away, on occasion the fragile skin tears
exposing the internal structure. The Cardboard has its own material fact,
logos bearing its origins, bumps, dents punctures, rips and creases.
It has been handled, fingered, touched, put into and passed through,
accumulating time, distance, life.
The joy of putting things together,
matter touching matter,
matter touching thought,
thought touching thought,
thought touching matter
Hopeful
for
a glance
shimmering
an emergence
an encounter

Contact adhesive holds the cardboard edges. A slight glint in the light, the
rubbery plastic outlines the cuts, filling in gaps, leaving a trail a millimetre
in width. Boxy, the cardboard forms, contains, cuts and outlines space.
Hollows, hidden spaces, like folds in a curtain. The fold a baroque motif.
The Baroque refers not to an essence but rather to an operative function,
to a trait. It endlessly produces folds. It does not reinvent things: there
are all kinds of folds coming from the East, Greek, Roman, Romanesque,
Gothic, Classical folds… Yet the Baroque trait twists and turns its fold,
pushing them to infinity, fold over fold, one upon the other.

24 hours the bud unfurls, water in the pint glass three quarters full,
magenta through to orange to a full bodied yellow along the bottom
of each petal. A fleeting form, temporary.

